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PART A

1. Which one ofthe following elements does not form an amalgam?
A. Zn
B. Fe
C. Cu
DMc

2. Which one ofthe following correlations is correct?
A. Wavelengthr Angstrom
B. Electric Chargei Ampere
C. Electdc Resistance: Coulomb
D. Momentumrloule

3. A square shaped swiDning pool [2m x 2m x 1m] has to be renovated into
a circular swimming pool having the same depth [1 mJ. 1f the diameter of
the circle equals the diagonal ofthe square, the volume ofthe earth
required be removed is
A (2n ' 4) mz
B. (4n 4) m3

C. {4r.' 2) mt
D. (2r' 2) m3

4. The derivative of a function f[x,y]=xz+y at the point [1,1) a]ong the
direction given by i=i+2/ is (here i and/ are unjt vectorsJ
A.3
B. 4
c.2
u. 1

6. Laplace transform ofe drcosPtis

A. p/l7z + (s + q)zl
B. (s + .i)l lp'z + (.s + d)r)
c l1-" r "z- [r-")'l ' '
D. (s - d)/l?2 + (s - d)21

5. The matrix reahzation of a linea. operator on a 3 djmensjonal vector
/1 0 01

soa.e i- r ba,<re. e e,i.pi\e1 bvA l0 Z -Jl:T-.strne"r
\0 1 2J

operator action on a vectar x = 2e7 + 3e2 + e3 results inl
A.2e1+3e2+e3
B. 2e1+ 5e2 + 3e3
C. 2e\ + \ez + 5e3
D. 5e1+ 5e2 + 2e3
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7. The residue off[z] =7/I@2 -25)(z+7)l atz=+S ancl 1 arc

A. -7/60, -1/24
B. 1/60,1/24
c. 1/60,1/6a
D. 1/60, -1/24

8. The number ofelectrons presentin H* js

4.2
8. 1

c.0
D.3

9. The most electronegative element among the following js
A.S
B. Br
C.F
D,O

10. Which one ofthe following is the correct electronic configurations for K*
A. 1s2 2<2 2p6 3.' 3p6 4s1
B. 1s2 2sz 2p6 3s'z 3p6
C 1s2 2s2 2P6 3s2 3ps4s2
D. lsz 2s2 2p6 3s2 3p6 4s2

11. The only possible shape for a sp3 hybridized central atom is
A. Linear
B. Tetrahedral
C. 'frigonalplanar
D. I' gonal pyramjdal

12. Ifthe crystal structure and all diffraction parameters are the same, then
which ofthe relations is true for the intensity of [111J djffraction planes
in NaCl and AgCl
A. Intensity in the case of NaCl>lntensity in rhe case ofAgCl
B. Intensity in the case of Nacl = Intensity in the case ofAgCl
C. Intensity in the case ofAgCl> Intensjty in the case of NaCl
D. Intensity in both NaCl and AgCl= 0

13. Al room temperature the occupatjon number of an electron state lyjng
above the Fermi ievel is aiways
A. zero
B. same as that ofan electron state lying below the Fermi level
C. lower than that ofan electron staie Iying belowthe Fermi level
D. greater than that ofan electron state lying belowthe Fermi lcvel
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14. The necessary and sufficjent condition for superconductjvity to occtrr in a
material is that
A. Resistance should drop to zero below a certain temperature
B. Magnetic field should be expelled below a certain temperature
C. Material should be an insulator
D. Both A and B should be satisfied

15. If the wave function Y representing a moving particle is given by
Y=M exp( mx) V = 0<x<co and Y=0V-o<x<0, then the value of Mis?
A. lzm
s. m\E
C.2im
D.2m

16. Assume that life has existed on the surface of the moon without changjng
its present acceleration due to gravjty. 5 kg weight of sugar js prepared on
the earth and carried to the moon. lt ftom 100 grams ofsugar 10 cups of
tea can be made on the moon surface, 5 kg srLgar can make.[Assume g on
Earth is 10mrls)
A.0 cup oftea
B.50 cups oftea
C.500 cups of tea
D.3000 cups oftea

17. Four forces are acting on a rigid body resting on a plane. For the body to
nol ( ha_ge ifc poq lio.1 or snap^ l -p fot C es mu\f
A. be of equal magnitude
B. add up to zero
C. be of parallel and opposite
D. be in a simple line

18.lfal/x=b1/4=cllz and bz=ac. The value ofx+z /y is
A.1/4
B.7/2
c. 1

D.2

19. Which mechanical property will be adversely affected duflng tempering
embrittlement?
A. Impact Strength
B. Hardness
C. Tensile Strength
D. Yieid Streneth
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20. Gjven an arbitrary complex number z, ar gQ) aryQ")is
4.0
B.0
c.2e
D.2e
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PART B

21. The elementthat can crystalhze in simple cubic structure is
A. Po
B. Pu
C, Th
D,U

22. Fe transforms liom BCC to FCC structure at 910!C. If, at this temperature
the at"omic size [radii) of the Fe atom in BCC and FCC structures are
1.258A and 1.292A respectively, then the unit cell volume due to
structural transformation
A. increases by a lactor of [1.258 A]3
B, decreases
C. does not change
D. increases by a factor of [1.292 AJ3

23. A sample of graphene has a large number of oxygen impuritjes. The best
Le( l^niqu. to inage the. c i-tpu ri- pc is
n. F eld Im:.sio_.ca'r-r'ng tle(1ron ]v c o.cop)
B. IIjgh Resolution Transmjssion Electron Microscopy
C. Atomic Force Microscopy
D. 0ptica)Microscopy

24. Which of the following techniques is best suited to map trapped charges
on a dielectric surface?
A. Electric I.'orce Microscopy
B. Scanning Tunneling Microscopy
C. Magnetic force Microscopy
D. Electrochemical Atomic Force Microscopy

25. Ihe spatial resolution in Scanning Electron Microscopy at a given energy,
depends mainiy on thc
A. spotsize ofthe electron beam
B. wavelength ofthe electrons
C. coil cunent
D. shape ofthe electrons

26. The work function of a metal can be expressed in terms of
A. density ofelectrons in the metals
B. Helmholtz free energy ofthe electrons in the metal
C. Gibbs liee energy ofthe electrons in the metais
D. volume ofelectron gas in the metal
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27.Whenice a|273 K melts to become water at 273K, it's entropy is

B. unchanged
C, zero
D. higher

28. Ifa spherical optical lens has chromatic aberration, then considering red,
biue and green waveiengths
A. the focal point on the optjcal axis is the farthest faom the lens for blue

light
B. the iocal point on the optical axis is the farthest from the lens for

green light
C. a focal point on the optical axis is the nearest ffom the lens for green

light
D. the focal point on the optical axis js the farthest fiom the lens for red

ljght

29. The propelty of a given material to exist in two or more crystalline
sttuctures is known as
A. Isomerism
B. Multimot'phism
C. Polymorphjsm
D. lsomo!:phism

30. The shape ofthe first Brillouin zone ofan FCC lattice is
A. Tetrahedral
B. Trigonal
C. Truncated Hexagon
D. Truncated0ctahedron

31. Thermal conductivity is measured in units of
A. watt per kelvin meter
B. watt kelvin meter
C. kelvin per watt meter
D. meter per kelvin watt

32. If Nc is the effectjve density of states and ND the concentration of donor
atoms, then for a n type semiconductor the positjon of the Fermi level is
propoftionaito
A. Nc/No
B. Nr/Nc
C. 1og [N /NoJ
D. Nclog [NnJ
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33. The creep rate behavior at hjgh temperature, where the bulk diffusion is

greater than the grain boundary diffusion, is best described by
A. Coble creep
B. Naba o-Herring creep
C, viscous creep
D. dlslocalion creep

34. Monkman and Grant equatjon is hnked to
A. lifetime prediction during fatigue
B. lifetime predictjon during cofiosjon
C. lifetime prediction during creep
D. lifetime prediction durjng sub critical crack growth

35. The time dependent pola zatjon decay in dielectrics is described by
A. Clausius-Mosotti relation
B. Debye relation
C- Einstein relation
D. Kramers' Kronig relation

36. The inverse susceptibility of an ideal paramagnetic substance
A. decreases with temperature
B. increases with temperature
C. first increases then decreases with temperatuae
D. first decreases then inareases with temperature

37. The activity coefficient of defects in solids is best descdbed by
A. Kroger-Vink theory
B. Debye-lluckeltheory
C. Braouwer theory
D. Schottky theory

38. The transformation toughening ofZirconia toughened Alumina ceramic
matdx composites is predominantly due to
A. retention ofMonoclinic and Cubic phase at ambient condition
B. retention ofCubic phase at ambient condition
C. retention ofTetragonal and Cubic phases at ambient condition
D. retention ofl etmgonal phase at ambient condilion

39. Rubber Latex is an example ofa
A. diiatant fluid
B. Newtonian fluid
C. pseudoplastic fluid
D. Bingham plastic
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40. In a Biot number, the characteristic length used is the ratio of
A. perimeter to surface area ofsolid
B. surface area to volume oFthe solid
C. surface area to pedmeter ofthe solid
D. volume to surface area ofthe solid

41.A Solenoid valve js an example ofa
A. Pneumatic valve
B. Electropneumatic valve
C. Mechanical valve
D. Electromechanical valve

42. Milkis dried usuallyin a

A. freeze dryer
B. spray dryer
C. tray dryer
D. rotary dryer

43. For Piezoelectric Transducers
A. high d coefficients are desirable
B. high g coefficients are desirable
C. low d coefficients are desirable
D. low I coefficients are desirable

44. The fer:romagnetism ofCu2Mnsn crystalwhich belongs to the class of
Heusler alloys is primarily dueto
A. large Cu-Cu distance
B. large Sn-Sn distance
C. large Mn-Mn distance
D. large Cu-Mn distance

45. Griffith's clite on is valid for
A. brittle material
B. ductile material
C. any metal
D. porous materials only

46. Constjtutional super cooling is observed in
A. forging
B. extrusion
C. rolling
D. casting

47. Which ofthe following metal forming operations involves plane strain
compression?
A. cold rolling
B. wirc drawirg
C. stretch fomling
D. extrllsiod

10
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48.'!4&en a buried pipeline is protected from corosion by connectjng it to

Magnesium block it is called
A. impressed current protection
B. impressed voitage protection
C. sacrificial cathodic protection
D. sacrificial anodic protection

49. Peierls-Nabarro stress represents the resistance wjthin the crystalline
lattice for the movement of
A. dislocations
B. impurities
C. glain boundaries
D. interstitial atoms'

50. Carbon content js high in martensitic stainless steels to
A. increase wear strength only
B. increase hardness only
C. decrease hardness and increase wear strength
iJ. incr.ease hardness and wear strength

51. Which ofthe following defects exist in thermodynamic equilibrium above
"0"K.
A. line def-.ct
Il. surface impu ties
C, vacancies
D, surface cracks

52.IfTR =Recrystallisation temper.ature and T M= melting temperature,
thenjn pure metals
A. Tr-0.2Tu
Il. Tn=0.3Tu
C. Tt=0.4Tu
D. Tn=0.7Tu

53. Austenite phase formation in the lron-Carbon phase diagram is due to
A. eutectic reaction
B. eutectoid reaction
C. peritectoid reaction
D. peritectjc reaction

54. High angle grain boundades and low angle grain bounda es are
separated by a misorientation angle of
A. 150

B.300
c.450
D.500

11
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55. The maxlmum number ofindependent slip systems necessary for plastic

deformation in metals with BCC crystal structure is
A. 12
824
c.36
D.48

72


